Depression screening guidelines have been endorsed by the US Preventive Service Task Force (USPSTF),<sup>1,2</sup> the Canadian Task Force for Preventive Health Care<sup>3</sup> and the UK National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE),<sup>4</sup> and have been adopted as a quality indicator in many primary care settings.<sup>5</sup> Since such guidelines are based on controlled clinical trials, it has been assumed that quality indicators derived from these guidelines are ‘evidence based’ so that increased performance on the quality indicators should improve outcomes. But these controlled trials examined the impact of screening, not adherence to a quality indicator. Empirical studies of adherence to quality indicators derived from screening guidelines, at least those for cancer, have questioned their benefits<sup>6–11</sup> while drawing attention to the distinctions between the purpose and function of a practice guideline and a quality indicator.<sup>7</sup> Guidelines are cognitive tools, like a mnemonic, that can assist physicians in their professional activities. They are used at the physician’s discretion in order to improve their performance for whatever intrinsic and extrinsic rewards greater mastery of their profession provides.<sup>12</sup> Quality indicators, even if they paraphrase a guideline, are nevertheless rules. Their adoption requires an administrative not a clinician
decision, to which physicians adhere to meet some predetermined goal and achieve some external reward (e.g., a bonus, keeping your job). Since guidelines and quality indicators are different, the evidence that might support the adoption of a practice guideline does not necessarily support its adaptation into a quality indicator. Evaluating such a quality indicator requires more than studies of a screening instrument’s sensitivity and specificity or a meta-analysis of controlled trials; instead it demands a realistic evaluation of the evidence related to the chain of assumptions underlying the decision to adopt the quality indicator. With this in mind, this paper will focus on quality indicators derived from depression screening guidelines, examining assumptions in three domains: technical (can it be done?); clinical (what will happen if it is done?); and policy (should it be done?).

I Technical assumptions: adherence to depression screening guidelines could be used as a quality indicator

Practice guidelines are clinical tools; a clinician determines whether they are applicable to any particular patient using all available information. Quality indicators are administrative rules; an administrator decides that they are applicable to all patients in a particular category unless excluded by an algorithm that can only utilise data available to administrators. The patients to whom a guideline may be clinically applicable are not necessarily the same as those to whom it is applied administratively. Since the extent of this difference may vary amongst the patient populations of different clinicians, sites or programmes, performance on this guideline may not provide a comparable measure of their quality. Without studying the clinical applicability of a quality indicator in a particular clinical setting, the extent of bias this introduces will remain unknown. This problem could be reduced if clinicians had the option of noting that a screening guideline is not applicable to a particular case, but administrators are loath to offer such an option for fear that its abuse could undermine the value of their quality indicator.

1 You can determine how to screen

The ideal screen would take very little (if any) of the clinician’s time yet would strongly affect their clinical decision making. Unfortunately, these two variables tend to be inversely related. Patient self-screening requires the least clinician time but may produce little impact on physician behaviour. This phenomenon was well illustrated with the Primary Care Evaluation of Mental Disorder (PRIME-MD). This involved a two-step process: 1) patients completed a 26-item self-administered questionnaire, and 2) if this was positive, clinicians completed an evaluation guide. Since this required a prohibitive amount of clinician time (mean = 8.4 minutes), a completely self-administered version was subsequently developed (PRIME-MD Patient Health Questionnaire, or PHQ) which required far less clinician time (less than three minutes in 85% of cases) but it had almost no effect on clinician behaviour. Of the 74 patients with depression newly identified on the PHQ, only 22% received follow-up visits, 10% were prescribed an antidepressant and 5% were given a mental health referral. As the authors conclude, ‘Although the PHQ is clearly more efficient for clinicians to use than the original PRIME-MD, our study indicates that it may also be easier to ignore’. An alternative approach is to have the screening carried out by other personnel (nurse, physician assistant, etc.) with the result then transmitted to the physician. But having staff provide physicians with diagnostic information is known to have only a modest effect on their behaviour. A meta-analysis examining controlled studies in which clinicians were provided with the results of positive depression screening tests found no effect on their prescription of antidepressant medications. Although it can be used by clinic administrators to produce high levels of guideline adherence, this approach risks dissociating the quality indicator from clinical outcomes.

2 You can determine who to screen

Using cancer screening guidelines as quality indicators often mandates screening individuals who could not benefit. This may not only be futile but can also have negative consequences. To avoid screening individuals unlikely to benefit, some depression screening guidelines (i.e. NICE) emphasise screening only high-risk groups. Since several ‘red flags’ are known to raise the suspicion of depression, in theory such patients could be identified through an electronic medical record and their rates of screening assessed. But such a quality indicator would require a computer algorithm that could successfully identify at-risk patients. Some risk factors might be identifiable: utilisation of healthcare, persistent physical symptoms, or chronic cardiac, cancer and CNS disorders. But other, perhaps stronger, indicators such as being a ‘difficult’ patient or undergoing a stressful life experience are not currently readily identifiable through an electronic record. Perhaps it is for this reason that there have
been no clinical trials of this high-risk screening strategy.\textsuperscript{5}

Finally, avoiding needless screening also requires that those diagnosed and in treatment for depression should be excluded. Unfortunately, available information technology cannot reliably identify such patients. A study done in the Veterans Administration (VA),\textsuperscript{22} which is a leader in electronic medical records, found that a computerised review of electronic data misclassified as undiagnosed and untreated over one-third of the patients whose written charts showed otherwise.

Because of administrators’ reluctance to allow a ‘does not apply’ category, as well as difficulties in identifying high-risk patients, excluding those already depressed, or otherwise focusing screening on those most likely to benefit, when depression screening guidelines are turned into quality indicators they are generally applied to all patients, regardless of whether a given individual would stand to benefit. This makes it likely that very high levels of adherence do not necessarily reflect exemplary practice but rather the screening of individuals regardless of whether this is clinically appropriate.\textsuperscript{23}

3 You can determine who was screened

Current automated methods to review electronic records do not allow an accurate determination of whether a patient met a quality indicator. In a study of coronary artery disease patients, the authors\textsuperscript{24} manually re-examined the records of patients that an automated electronic review determined had not achieved one of seven quality measures. Depending on the indicator, they found that 15–81\% were actually not failures. These inconsistencies are particularly problematic when measures are compared between settings. A field test\textsuperscript{25} of a HEDIS colorectal cancer screening measure in five different health plans, measured adherence using 1) administrative data, 2) a hybrid of administrative data and medical record data and 3) patient survey data only. The relative ranking varied according to the data used; one plan ranked first on administrative data, second on hybrid data and fourth on survey data.

The significance of these issues has been ignored in studies that have used depression screening as a quality indicator. A VA study which was published as ‘best practice’ reported 97\% adherence to annual depression screening.\textsuperscript{26} But despite the VA’s exemplary computerised medical record the finding relied on computerised review plus the author’s manual review of all encounter forms and clinician notes. Attempts to match this benchmark, relying only on computerised review without comparable labour-intensive methods, would be expected to fail.

4 You can determine a target screening rate

As has been pointed out,\textsuperscript{7} there are no empirical studies to justify target rates for adherence to any screening measure. Instead they are derived by two alternative methods. The first uses the adherence rates or target goals of other health systems. But this could only be valid if the systems being compared shared similar clinical characteristics (patient demographics, patient severity, etc.) and data elements. The second method uses a continuous quality improvement model. For example, for some performance indicators the VA resets the target goal to the previous year’s screening rate of the 20\% of VA networks who achieve the highest scores on this measure.\textsuperscript{10} At best this suggests that such a rate is possible, not that it is desirable.

There is indirect evidence that adherence to mental health screening guidelines might be inversely related to clinical outcomes. Two VA studies, one\textsuperscript{27} examining a facility’s performance on alcohol screening guidelines (depression screening was not examined) and the other\textsuperscript{15} surveying primary care physicians’ use of all computerised clinical reminders (including screening for mental health conditions), both found academic affiliation related to lower rates of adherence. Since academic affiliation is usually associated with better quality care\textsuperscript{28} this is contrary to the assumption that increasing adherence to screening guidelines is necessary to promote the best care.

II Clinical assumptions: adherence to depression screening quality indicators will improve outcomes

Clinical guidelines are based on a systematic review of clinical trials; for example, the USPTF’s 2002 recommendation\textsuperscript{1} relied on a meta-analysis of seven controlled studies showing depression screening to be associated with a 13\% reduction in relative risk for persistent depression. However, several of the studies included in this review utilised depression screening in conjunction with other quality improvement/care management strategies. A 2005 Cochrane review\textsuperscript{17} that excluded such studies concluded that depression screenings alone did not improve outcomes. This is consistent with the USPTF 2009 update\textsuperscript{2} that concluded, ‘Depression screening programs without substantial staff-assisted depression care supports are unlikely to improve depression outcomes’. Although such findings might still provide sufficient grounds for recommending these guidelines to clinicians, they do not necessarily justify the administrative decision to use them as a quality indicator. If anything, they would suggest that administrators
need to focus their attention on these additional supports and not on a procedure (depression screening) which is ineffective in their absence.

Why screening by itself may not affect outcomes will be discussed below.

1 Unrecognised cases of depression would benefit from treatment

Implicit in the use of depression screening is the assumption that the patients so recognised would generally benefit from treatment. The evidence for this is at best equivocal. Many patients identified by screening techniques have transient symptoms (possibly related to life events) not true depressive disorders, and do not require treatment. For example, two weeks after primary care patients were screened for depression,\textsuperscript{29} most who had screened positive (52%) did not meet the criteria for a mood disturbance (either major depression or dysthymia). Furthermore, those who meet criteria for depression but were previously unrecognised by their primary care physician tend to be less severely ill\textsuperscript{30–32} compared to those who are recognised and therefore over time (i.e. a year), despite receiving no intervention, do no worse than those who are recognised.\textsuperscript{30–34} This is consistent with a recent meta-analysis suggesting that antidepressant treatment may be no more effective than a placebo in just such milder cases.\textsuperscript{35} On the other hand, long-term follow-up (to four years) of patients who had not been in treatment for depression,\textsuperscript{29} most who had screened positive (52%) did not meet the criteria for a mood disturbance (either major depression or dysthymia).

When the analysis focused on the prescription of antidepressants, there was no difference between high-risk patients tending to show a larger effect size than those that randomised unselected patients. When the analysis focused on the prescription of antidepressants, there was no difference between the intervention and the control group (RR = 1.20, 95% CI = 0.87–1.66). This suggests that when provided with the results of depression screens, even on selected cases, clinicians might be minimally inclined to do something, but not necessarily to prescribe antidepressants.

3 Recognition will increase the use of appropriate interventions

The meta-analysis by Gilbody et al\textsuperscript{17} of studies in which clinicians were randomly presented with the results of a depression screen also examined whether those patients subsequently received interventions for depression. Notification had a borderline significant effect on increasing ‘any intervention’ (RR = 1.30, 95% CI = 0.97–1.76), but the heterogeneity was large (I\(^2\) = 81%), with studies that randomised only high-risk patients tending to show a larger effect size than those that randomised unselected patients. When the analysis focused on the prescription of antidepressants, there was no difference between the intervention and the control group (RR = 1.20, 95% CI = 0.87–1.66). This suggests that when provided with the results of depression screens, even on selected cases, clinicians might be minimally inclined to do something, but not necessarily to prescribe antidepressants.

4 Recognition will improve outcomes

Since depression screening identifies the less severely ill cases, while having a minimal effect on increasing either the diagnosis or treatment of depression, it is not surprising that in the absence of other interventions, depression screening may not be effective. When Gilbody et al\textsuperscript{17} restricted their attention to studies in which depression screening was tested without any additional enhancement of care, there was no indication of any impact of screening on depression outcomes (standardised mean difference
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= -0.02, 95% CI = –0.25–0.20, with low study heterogeneity I² = 31%). This does not support the assumption that clinical outcomes would necessarily benefit should quality improvement efforts improve compliance with depression screening guidelines.

III Policy assumptions: should depression screening play a role in improving mental health services?

Even if depression screening guidelines could be made into accurate quality indicators, and even if adherence to these guidelines would improve clinical outcomes, there remains the question of what role such measures should play in efforts to enhance mental healthcare. As will be shown, the conclusion that adherence to depression screening guidelines should be adopted as a quality measure rests on several policy assumptions. This section will examine the evidence related to these assumptions.

1 Depression screening is a priority among preventive services

The relative importance of depression screening compared to other preventive services was evaluated in a systematic review of all 25 recommended by the USPSTF.39 For each, it calculated the clinically preventable burden (CPB) and the cost-effectiveness, ranked these on a five-point scale (five being best) and then added these to compute a total score. Depression screening in adults scored four, with 17 services ranked above it and only 4 below it. When attention is focused only on screening services it was outscored by colorectal screening,8 hypertension screening,8 vision screening in adults,8 cervical cancer screening,7 breast cancer screening,6 chlamydia screening,6 vision screening in children6 and obesity screening.5 Relative even to other screening measures, depression screening is not a priority.

2 Depression screening is cost effective

The cost–utility of depression screening in primary care was modelled by Valenstein et al.40 Annual screening produced a cost–utility ratio of over $225 000/quality adjusted life year (QALY), while $50 000/QALY is often used as a benchmark for cost-effectiveness. Of course, the utility of screening depends on the quality of care that can be provided once depression is identified. But even were annual screening to be carried out in an environment with optimal care for depression, a collaborative care model (see below), the cost–utility ratio would still be well over the $50 000 benchmark.41 For annual screening to be cost-effective by comparison with no screening (<$50 000/QALY), screening would have to cost $3.00 or less, serve a population with a prevalence of 13% or more, lead to treatment for 80% of diagnosed patients and achieve remission in 85% of treated patients.40 It is highly unlikely that all these criteria could be met.

3 Screening is the most effective intervention to improve clinical outcomes in depression

Unlike screening in primary care settings, which has not been demonstrated to improve outcomes for depression,17 there is one intervention, collaborative care, that has been convincingly shown to do so. Collaborative care involves three elements: a case manager, a primary care physician and access to specialist input. It has been subject to multiple randomised trials; a meta-analysis42 of 35 studies found a positive effect on outcomes at six months (standardised mean difference (SMD) = 0.25, 95% CI = 0.18–0.32), and analysis of 11 longer-term studies identified statistically significant improvement at 18 months (SMD = 0.15, 95% CI = 0.03–0.46) and similar trends for up to five years. Cost-effectiveness models based on clinical data are favourable,43 with benefits at a cost of $10 000 to $35 000/QALY, well within the usual $50 000 benchmark. The meta-analysis also showed that studies with low fidelity to the collaborative care model had poorer outcomes, while regular supervision with a specialist and/or case manager with a mental health background was associated with better outcomes. These findings raise the possibility that a setting’s adherence to quality indicators that assessed fidelity to the collaborative care model, rather than its clinicians’ adherence to depression screening guidelines, might lead to improvement in clinical outcomes for depression and therefore might be a better focus for administrative attention.

Conclusion

This paper examines whether adherence to depression screening guidelines in primary care should be a quality indicator, by examining relevant assumptions in three domains – the technical ‘how’, the clinical ‘why’ and the policy ‘should’. It found little empirical support for any of these assumptions, but on the contrary found much that contradicted them. That despite this body of evidence a wide range of health systems continue to use routine depression screening as a quality indicator is consistent with the conclusion that ‘it can be virtually
impossible for anyone who looks at a (quality) measure to determine how accurate it is. An absolutely terrible measure will still produce a result, which for all intents and purposes will look just as authentic as the result produced by an accurate measure.\(^{44}\) On such indicators, outstanding performance may be more a measure of looking good than doing good.
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